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ABSTRACT 
This paper proposes an encryption-authentication scheme based on the ElGamal cryptographic algorithm. This 

proposal can perform the two functions of security and authentication of encrypted messages simultaneously 
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I. Introduction 

In [1,2], a type of encryption–authentication scheme is proposed based on the ElGamal public–key 

cryptographic algorithm [3]. In addition to the ability to secure information, this scheme also has the ability to 

authenticate the origin and integrity of the encrypted message based on the mechanism of digital signatures. 

This paper proposes a type of encryption–authentication scheme which is a variant of the ElGamal 

cryptographic algorithm, which can simultaneously perform two functions of confidentiality and authentication 

of encrypted messages. The authentication of the origin and integrity of the encrypted message without relying 

on the authentication mechanism of the digital signature is the difference between the scheme proposed here and 

the scheme in [1,2].  

 

II. The Encryption – Authentication scheme  

2.1.  The Encryption – Authentication scheme on the finite filed 
The Encryption – Authentication scheme proposed here includes: the  Parameter and Key Generation algorithm 

(Algorithm 1.1), the Encryption algorithm (Algorithm 1.2) and the Decryption – Authentication algorithm 

(Algorithm 1.3), described as follows: 

2.1.1. The Parameter and Key Generation algorithm 

Algorithm 1.1: 

input: lp, lq. 

output: p, q, g, y, x. 

[1]. Choose a pair of prime numbers p, q with: len(p) = lp,  len(q) = lq  and: q|(p-1). 

[2]. Choose a value of α in the range (1,p), compute g according to the formula: 

g = α

p− 1

q
mod p, satisfy g ≠ 1. 

[3]. Choose a secret key x in the range (1,q). 

[4]. Compute the public key y according to the formula: 

y = gx mod p                                   

Notes: 

– len(): the function that calculates the length (in bits) of an integer. 

– x: the secret (private);  y: the public key. 

–  p, q, g: the system parameters. 

Assume xs is the secret key of the sender (encryptor) and xr is the secret key of the receiver (decryptor), then the 

corresponding public keys of the sender are: 

ys = gxs mod p 
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and of the receiver is: 

yr = gxr mod p 

2.1.2. The Encryption algorithm   

 

Algorithm 1.2:  

input: p, xs , yr , P. 

output: (R,C). 

[1]. Compute the value Se  according to the formula: 

Se = (yr)xs  mod p 

[2]. Compute the value Ks by:  

Ks = HASH(P,Se) 

[3]. Compute the value R according to the formula: 

R  = gKs  mod p 

[4]. Encrypt the plaintext P according to the formula: 

C = P.(yr)Ks mod p  

[5]. Send ciphertext (R,C) to the receiver.   

Notes: 

– xs: the secret key of the sender. 

– yr: the  public key of the receiver. 

– P: the plaintext. 

–  (R,C): the ciphertext corresponding to P.    

–  HASH(): The cryptographic hash function, e.g. SHA1/SHA256 [4],... 

2.1.3. The Decryption – Authentication algorithm 

 

Algorithm 1.3:  

input: p, xr , ys , (R,C). 

output: M. 

[1]. Decrypt the received message C according to the formula:    

M = C.R-xr mod p  

[2]. Compute the value Sd  according to the formula: 

Sd =  (ys)xr  mod p 

[3]. Compute the value Kr by: 

Kr = HASH(M,Sd) 

[4]. Compute the value V according to the formula:        

V =  gKr  mod p 

[5]. Checks if: V = R then the origin and integrity of the post–decrypted message M is confirmed. Otherwise, if 

V ≠ R, the validity of thereceived message will be denied. 

 

Notes: 

– xr: the secret key of the receiver. 

– ys: the public key of sender. 

– M: the post–decrypted message. 

2.1.4. The correctness of the proposed schema 

What needs to be proved here is: if the received ciphertext is the same as the sent ciphertext, then the message 

after decryption is also the message before encryption: M = P and the condition: V = R will be satisfied. 

Therefore, after decryption if the condition: V = R is satisfied, the receiver can confirm with certainty the origin 

and integrity of the received message.   

We have: 

Sd  = (ys)xr mod p = (gxs mod p)xr mod p  

     =  (gxr mod p)xs mod p = (yr)xs mod p = Se  

Therefore, we have the first proof: 

M = C.R-xr mod p = (P.(yr)Ks mod p) . (gKs  mod p)-xr mod p  

     = P.(gxr mod p)Ks . (gKs  mod p)-xr mod p  

    = P . gxr . Ks . g-xr . Ks mod p   = P 

So we have: 

Kr = HASH(M,Sd) = HASH(P,Se) = Ks 

Then, we have the second proof:  

V =  gKr  mod p = gKs  mod p = R     
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2.1.5. Some evaluation of the security level of the proposed schema 

The security level of the proposed new scheme is assessed by its ability to resist some typical attacks as follows: 

– Secret key attack: To find the receiver's secret key xr from the formula: 

yr = gxr mod p 

or the sender's secret key xs from: 

ys  = gxs  mod p 

then the attacker is forced to solve the discrete logarithm problem on finite field Zp  [8-21]. Currently, no 

polynomial–time algorithm has been published for this hard problem. 

– Ciphertext-only Attack: In this case, as well as the above case (Secret key attack), the attacker has only one 

way to solve the discrete logarithm problem on the finite field to find the sender's secret key or receiver's secret 

key. 

– Known-plaintext attack: In this case, in addition to a direct attack on the key generation algorithm (Algorithm 

1.1) to find the sender's secret key xs or receiver's secret key xr, the attacker can also calculate the sender's 

encryption key Ks from the formula:  

C = P.(yr)Ks mod p  

or from the formula: 

R  = gKs  mod p 

then calculate Se from:  

Ks = HASH(P,Se) 

If the attacker finds Se, the security of the scheme is completely broken – similar to the case when the attacker 

finds the sender's secret key or the receiver's secret key. However, in order to calculate Ks in the above way, the 

attacker is also forced to solve the discrete logarithm problem on the finite field Zp.  

In addition, an attacker can find the receiver's secret key xr from solving the equation: 

M = C.R-xr mod p 

However, in this case the attacker still needs to solve the discrete logarithm problem on Zp. 

– Spoofing attack: In the proposed scheme, the origin and integrity of the message after decryption will be 

verified if the condition: V = R  is satisfied.  

The origin and integrity of the post–decrypted message will be verified if the condition: V = R is satisfied. From 

the calculation of the values of V and R, the above condition is satisfied only when the following conditions are 

satisfied: Sd  = Se and     M = P. Obviously, the condition: Sd  = Se allows the sender and receiver of the message 

to verify each other's identities. That also means, the origin of the post–decrypted message is authenticated. The 

condition M = P allows the integrity of the message to be verified after decryption. 

 

2.2. The encryption – authentication scheme on the elliptic curve 
The Encryption – Authentication scheme proposed here includes: the Key Generation algorithm (Algorithm 

2.1), the Encryption algorithm (Algorithm 2.2) and the Decryption – Authentication algorithm (Algorithm 2.3), 

described as follows: 

2.2.1. The Key Generation algorithm 

The End User's key is generated by the key generation algorithm from the set of domain parameters, includes: 

- p is a prime number  specifying the underlying finite field Fp. 

- E(Fp) is Elliptic curve defined on the finite field Fp by equation E(a,b): 

    y2 = x3 + ax + b   

with: a,b ∈Fp  and satisfied: 4a3 + 27b2  ≠0  mod q 

- G is  the base point in E(Fp). 

- q is the order of G in E(Fp). 

In order for the discrete logarithm problem to be difficult to solve on E(Fp), the domain parameter set can be 

selected according to ISO/IEC 15946 [5], ANSI X9.62 [6] or FIPS PUB 186-4 [7]. 

The p, a, b, G, q parameters are system parameters or domain parameters generated by the service provider and 

(d,P) are the secret, public key pair of the End User (sender/encryptor, receiver/decryptor). The Key Generation 

Algorithm is described as follows: 

 

Algorithm 2.1: 

input: E(Fp) = (p,a,b,G,q). 

output: (d,P). 

[1]. Generate the secret key d in the range (1,q): 

d = PRNG({1,2,…,q –1}) 

[2]. Calculate the public key P according to the formula: 

P = (xp,yp) = d . G 
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Notes: 

– PRNG(): The Random/Pseudo-random number generator. 

– (xp,yp): The coordinates of the point P on E(Fp). 

Assume ds is the secret key of the sender (encryptor) and dr is the secret key of the receiver (decryptor), then the 

corresponding public keys of the sender are: 

Ps = (xps,yps) = ds . G 

and of the receiver are: 

Pr = (xpr,ypr) = dr . G 

2.2.2 The Encryption algorithm   

Algorithm 2.2:  

input: E(Fp) = (p,a,b,G,q), ds, Pr, m1. 

output: (R,C). 

[1]. Represent the message m1 as a point M1 on E(Fp). 

[2]. Compute the Se according to the formula: 

        Se = (xse,yse) = ds . Pr 

[3]. Compute the value Ks by:  

        Ks = HASH(m1,xse) 

[4]. Compute the R according to the formula: 

         R  =  Ks . G 

[5]. Encrypt the message m1 according to the formula: 

         C = M1 + Ks . Pr 

[6]. Send ciphertext (R,C) to the receiver.   

 

Notes: 

–  (xse,yse): The coordinates of the point Se on E(Fp).   

–  m1: The plaintext. 

–  (R,C): The ciphertext corresponding to m1. 

– HASH(): The cryptographic hash function, e.g. SHA1/SHA256 [4]… 

 2.2.3. The Decryption – Authentication algorithm 

Algorithm 2.3:  

input: E(Fp) = (p,a,b,G,q), dr, Ps, (R,C). 

output: m2. 

[1]. Decrypt the received message C according to the formula:    

M2 = C – dr . R 

[2]. Convert M2 to the corresponding message m2. 

[3]. Compute the Sd  according to the formula: 

Sd = (xsd,ysd) = dr . Ps 

[4]. Compute the value Kr by: 

Kr = HASH(m2,xsd) 

[5]. Compute the V according to the formula:        

V =  Kr  . G 

[6]. Check if: V = R then the origin and integrity of the post–decrypted message m2 is confirmed. Otherwise, if 

V ≠ R, the validity of the received message will be denied. 

 

Notes: 

–  (xsd,ysd): The coordinates of the point Sd on E(Fp). 

–  m2: The post–decrypted message. 

2.2.4. The correctness of the proposed schema 

Similar to the Encryption–Authentication scheme in Section 1, what needs to be proved here is: if the received 

ciphertext is the same as the sent ciphertext, then the message after decryption is also the message before 

encryption: m2 = m1 and the condition: V = R will be satisfied. Therefore, after decryption if the condition: V = 

R is satisfied, the receiver can confirm with certainty the origin and integrity of the received message. The 

correctness of the proposed scheme is proved as follows: 

We have: 

M2 = C – dr . R = M1 + Ks . Pr – dr . R  

         = M1 + Ks . dr . G – dr . Ks . G = M1  

Therefore, we have the first proof:  m2  =  m1 

We also have: 

Sd  =  dr . Ps  =  dr. (ds . G)  =  ds. (dr . G)   
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=  ds . Pr  =  Se 

So we have:  

Kr = HASH(m2,xsd) = HASH(m1,xse) = Ks 

Then, we have the second proof:  

V = Kr . G = Ks . G = R 

2.2.5. Some evaluation of the security level of the proposed schema 

The security level of proposed scheme is assessed by its ability to resist some typical attacks as follows: 

– Secret key attack: To find the receiver's secret key dr from the formula: 

Pr = dr . G 

or the sender's secret key ds from: 

Ps  =  ds . G  

then the attacker is forced to solve the discrete logarithm problem on E(Fp) [8-21]. Currently, no polynomial–

time algorithm has been published for this hard problem. 

– Ciphertext-only Attack: In this case, as well as the above case (Secret key attack), the attacker has only one 

way to solve the discrete logarithm problem on E(Fp) to find the sender's secret key or receiver's secret key. 

– Known-plaintext attack: In this case, in addition to a direct attack on the key generation algorithm (Algorithm 

2.1) to find the sender's secret key ds or receiver's secret key dr, the attacker can also calculate the sender's 

encryption key Ks from the formula:  

R  =  Ks . G 

or from the formula: 

C = M1 + Ks . Pr 

then calculate xse from:  

Ks = HASH(m1,xse) 

If the attacker finds xse, the security of the algorithm is completely broken – similar to the case when the attacker 

finds the sender's secret key or the receiver's secret key. However, in order to calculate xse in the above way, the 

attacker is also forced to solve the discrete logarithm problem on E(Fp). 

In addition, an attacker can find the receiver's secret key dr from solving the equation: 

M2 = C – dr . R 

However, in this case the attacker still needs to solve the discrete logarithm problem on E(Fp). 

– Spoofing attack: In the proposed scheme, the origin and integrity of the message after decryption will be 

verified if the condition: V = R is satisfied.  

The origin and integrity of the post–decrypted message will be verified if the condition: V = R is satisfied. From 

the calculation of the values of V and R, the above condition is satisfied only when the following conditions are 

satisfied: Sd  = Se and   m2 = m1. Obviously, the condition: Sd  = Se allows the sender and receiver of the message 

to verify each other's identities. That also means, the origin of the post–decrypted message is authenticated. The 

condition m2 = m1 allows the integrity of the message to be verified after decryption. 

 

III. Conclusion 

  The paper proposes a type of encryption – authentication  scheme which is a variant of the ElGamal 

public–key cryptographic logarithm. Since there is a mechanism to authenticate of the origin and integrity of the 

encrypted message, the scheme proposed here is resistant to various types of spoofing attacks, which is one of 

the basic requirements by practical applications 
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